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Overview
● With new technologies come commitments to building secure, compliant, 

and reliable deployments.

○ History shows us that maintaining stable and secure environments will 
require an investment of resources to ensure success.
■ Cloud (AWS, GCP, Azure)
■ Hardware Infrastructure
■ Application Monitoring
■ Identity Management

● With blockchain we see this trend continuing that will require tools to provide 
deeper visibility and control
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Gaining visibility to ensure continuous monitoring

● There are tools available that begin to provide visibility into a blockchain 
network. Due to the complex structure of blockchain a combination of tools 
will be required to ensure full visibility.  Some of the native tools for 
monitoring include:
● Hyperledger Explorer - Hyperledger Explorer can view, invoke, deploy or query blocks, 

transactions and associated data, network information (name, status, list of nodes), chain 
codes and transaction families

● Hyperledger Caliper - Hyperledger Caliper allows users to measure the performance of a 
specific blockchain implementation with a set of predefined use cases

● Ethstats.net - Check the usage, performance and overall state of Ethereum in realtime

● Areas of focus to ensure continuous monitoring
○ Network monitoring
○ Operations & configuration management



Network Monitoring
Network monitoring is understanding the health of our network, its performance, and understanding why 
our network may not be working as intended. Our network of nodes are the backbone of the blockchain 
and are used for different roles. 

Key Metrics
● Network size
● Total network bandwidth 
● Transaction error rate 
● Transaction throughput 
● Transaction latency 
● Node resource consumption (CPU, I/O) 

Why?
Tracking the metrics that give visibility into your transaction post and clear times is important to 
availability across the network.  Bottlenecks of latency or your network failing to post transactions will 
lead to unreliable and unstable user experience.



Operations & Configuration Management
Operations & configuration management is looking at how your Blockchain is currently configured. 
This will ultimately define both your security posture and the efficiency of your chain. Not all controls 
diminish transaction speed but, as one would expect, there are typically trade offs around greater control 
and greater efficiency. 

Key Components
● Application Configuration & Policies
● Verify/review Channel configuration & policies
● Orderer/Raft Configuration & Policies
● Access Controls
● Proactive Alerting

Why
The human error element is a key factor in the operations & configuration of your blockchain ecosystem.  
Providing attestation that your blockchain is being checked against best practices of correct architecture 
frameworks will ensure that your system doesn’t have potential vulnerabilities or lead to a system 
failure/outage.



Maintaining secure configurations on your chain



How to securely maintain configurations on your chain 

Whether your blockchain is public or private, is used for internal use of an 

organization or comprised of numerous external organizations like a consortium, 

having a full understanding of each of the following is a fundamental component 

to maintaining a secure network.

Security Topics

● Know each node in the environment

● Know your access controls

● Set Alerts for important events
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How to identify and mitigate suspicious activity

There are countless variables that can indicate there is a security concern 
occurring on your blockchain.  With new technologies this list will continue to 
evolve as blockchain becomes more widely adopted.  In the meantime we will 
focus on 2 topics that are indications of suspicious activity and best practices for 
remediating these issues in the future.

Suspicious Activity Topics
Access controls have changed
Increase in failed transactions



Access Controls are changing
Access Controls Have Changed - Fabric uses access control lists (ACLs) to 
manage access to resources by associating a policy, which specifies a rule that 
evaluates to true or false, given a set of identities, with the resource. This means 
these are your permissions for how resources can interact with one another. A 
potential first sign of a security breach is if access controls to these resources are 
being changed without owner awareness. Making sure that your access controls 
are configured as intended is vital to security.



Increase in Failed Transactions
There are countless reasons why a transaction can fail but an increase in failures can indicate that the 
chain is not working as intended. 

Common Errors: 

Consensus errors 
Validation logic (VSCC in the case of Hyperledger Fabric) 
Policy failure (endorsement policy not satisfied in the case of Hyperledger Fabric) 

Syntax errors 
Invalid input (smart contract id, unmarshalling errors,) 
Unverifiable client or endorsement signature 
Repeated transaction (due to error or replay attack) 
Version errors (readset version mismatch, writeset is unwritable) 



How to Mitigate Suspicious Activity
Regularly checking and validating configurations & operations is an important 
step to mitigating any suspicious activity from happening.  The issue an 
organization will run into is it requires an investment of time, capital, and 
requires a dedicated employee to check the system on a regular basis.

There are tools available that can provide proactive alerting and visibility into the 
status of your blockchain network.  Having these tools in place from 
implementation date will allow the performance and security of your blockchain 
to remain optimal.
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Creating an accessible audit record

Chains collect the full history of data, but that doesn’t mean that it is easily 
accessible or functionally auditable. Organizations needs to create rules around 
what data needs to be collected.

The important idea is not what you track so much as understanding what is of 
specific importance for your chain function. 

To do this, you can create your own database, point tools at your chain, collect, 
collate and store your data -- while maintaining that db. Or you can use a third 
party tool to collect and normalize that the transaction data. You can specify what 
is important and ensure that those factors and controls are collected and 
available. 



Questions?
http://app.blocwatch.com


